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Editorial. 
All persons who will send before Dec. I, 1879 two dollars to 
W. D. Henkle, Salem, Ohio. will be entitled to membership in 
the National Education Association and will have their names 
printed as members in the volume of proceedings at Philadel-
. phia, now going through the press. All members will receive 
the volume of proceedings which will be' sent postage prepaid. 
Two dollars sent,after Dec. I, will secure one volume but not 
m~mbership. The volume will be one of the most important 
yet issue~. 
At a late meeting of the Chicago Principals' Association, Ira 
S. Baker, Principal of the West Division high school, p~oved 
, ".himself a ,diligent reader and warm supporter of the WEEKLY by 
attacking a loose and false ' use of the expression common school, 
as made by F . B. Williams late of "Yurrup." 
Mr. Baker made the point so often indicated by .the WEEKLY 
that common is not an offensive epithet; that it means, as relat-
ing to schools, "free to all," or at least as free to o~e portion of 
the community as to another. To make a distinction between 
'common schools and high schools is educational heresy. It 
. -would be of no use to attempt drowning the school man who should 
. draw such a line of 'dem:ttkation, for his head would be found so 
light as to floa,t him beyond the sinking power of lead or mill-
, ~tenes. 
A distinguished educator lately remarked that, through the 
indifference of city teacherS, a gulf was opening between city 
md country schools-coldness on one side and jealously on the 
other-which would result in the growth of class .feeling and the 
formation of caste. FOl this the city teachers are entirely to 
blame. They are an arrogant, pampered set,· lacking, as com-
pared with coun.try teach~rs: devotion and enthusiasm. They 
hardly ev~r attend a teachers' institute outside their own city, 
and j n the city, such attendance is semi-compulsory. Well" per-
haps that' explains their indifference to, not to s'ay disgust at, the 
thought of teachers' , meetings. Indeed, if the institutes in other 
cities are similll-r to those with which we are familiar, the distaste 
of teachers for such gatherings is in one sense excusable. ~ But in 
another'sense it IS not; for they should go outside the limits of 
their city, and compare notes, get ideas, and, with the rpure air 
of the country, take in a little of the educational inspiration of 
the country towns and villages. The village schools are better 
than the city schools because their teachers are more earnest,:en-
ergetic, and de.voted to their profession. Outside the city, ex-
cept in the most forlorn district schools, teaching is invigorat-
ing and healthy; in the city it is a demnition grind. 
It is true that in the villages the pupils are apt to be brighter, 
and, freed from the trammels of unwieldly grading, they pro-
gress mOJ;e as living beings do than as cattle in the hold of a ves-
sel. But this does not entirely account for the difference. The 
village teachers are sprightlier; they depend upon wits and work 
to keep their places, rather than upon political influence. 
There is a difference, too, in different districts of a large city. 
Wealth,. home influences, and knowledge of the English lan-
guage, mark clearly distinguishable features upon the several 
schools. With a head capable of taking in the situation and 
adapting means to ends, a considerable degree of efficiency and 
uniformity may be attained; but with.a superintendent the crea-
ture and dupe of a political clique, who force upon him the em: 
ployment as teachers of their sisters, and their cousins, -and 
their aunts, the condition of things is apt to become deplorable. 
AT-TEN-TION 1 
ATTENTION is not a c'ontinuous mental state. Even con-sciousness is ~ut a series of pulsations. What appears to 
be a steady nerve is a nerve at strong tensi,m, or, rather, a double 
set of nerves so equally strained as to balance each other in sus-
taining muscular power; whereas nervousness, or nerveless-
ness, is the relaxation through fatigue or weakness of one set of 
nerves, from which results the instability of muscular force. Now 
nerve·force though, apparently, continuous, is really 'a succession ' 
of rapid propulsions or explosions of the nerve-matter, as the 
continuous musical not~ is a series of vibrations so rapid that the 
individual detonations are not distinguishable to the ear. If we 
could imagine a series of bricks and the fi rst turned over by the 
will, by which the others are "touched off,"-then the whole 
line again rising and turning over, and this in such rapid succes-
sion that the line would appear one continuous brick, as the 
lighted-end 01 a stick makes a circle of fire when whirled rapidly, 
some idea of the action of the nerve-particles might be conceiv-
ed. Or, better, if we could imagine a train of powder instan-
eously re.Placed after being fired,and resupplied as instantaneous-
ly, so that the length of the fuse shaH appear one continuous 
streak' of fire, we might then have a fair conception of the 'course 
of events in the matter of a nerve, engaged in the task of sup-
porting the muscles that are holding out a dumb,beH steadily. 
It must be remen.bered, however, that this nerve-force is not 
inexhaustible; but that after a brief exertion there is absolute 
need of rest and relaxation; and that beyond a certain point the 
wJl\ becomes impotent to maintain the muscular strain. Now 
what is true of the matter of the nerve is equally .true of .the 
ma~ter of the brain, with3 which it corresponds in quality and 
action. C<:msciousness is a pulsation and cannot be maintained 
upon one ,idea beyond a limited time. Attention is pulsational 
'and periodic, and cannot be riveted on one point beyond a cer· 
tain period) wbich increases in duration with the mental'disci· 
pline and capacity oJ the individual. If we fix our eyes.on an 
object and try to keep them so fixed an improper length of time, 
" the object vanislies from the sight; if we try to fix the. mind an 
unreasonable length of time on any concept,. the menta1 state 
soon becomes a blank, and .the practice car~ied to an extreme 
tends to idioey or in~ity. , ... 
• So when teachers, order children to look on the book an im. 
possible length of time without "taking their eyes off," or their 
minds off, toey do what they are employed not to do and what 
, they ought to·be foasted for doing. It is true that attention should 
- be cultured and that mental concentration should be strengtliened 
in every possible way; but this shouldlbe don~ in a natural, rea· 
. sonable, and moderate fnanner. The will is a genuine mule; i ~ 
- . may be led, but if. goaded it will kick. 
) THE ORIG[N OF MOUNDS. 
THE Anurican Antiquflrian for September contains an account of the the Bu~ial Customs among the €:hoctaw3. It gives 
the·following testimony of Rev. J. Folsam, a nati~e Choctaw, in 
lieference to the custom of building Mounds: ' 
"The mode of burial practiced by the Choctaws consisted in 
p~ing the corp;;e five or six feet from the gx:ound upon a plat-
form ot:. rough timber made for that purpose, covered with a rough 
, . kind of cloth of their own' making, or skins ofT wildllnimals, and 
bark of trees, Aftel' remaining in that condition until the flesh 
had very nearly or altogether decayed,. tlie bon~ were then, taken' 
,down by the bon~.pickers-pe,rsons 'appoint~d for that d,uty-
and carefully put,m w.Do<len box,es made for that pUl;pose which-
were placed in a house built and set apart fol' them., 'Fh~S'e were 
called, bone-houses, , ' 
'!Whenever they became' full, the bones were all taken out and 
_ carefully arranged to a considerable height somewhat -in the form 
of a pyl'amia or cone, and a layer of earth put over them. This 
- custom, which prevailed among many differellt tribes,is no doubt 
, the 'origin of the Indian mounds, as ' they are' genel'ally called, 
,:' which are found in ,various par.ts of the country, particularly in 
the. state of Mississippi, formerly the home of the Choctaws.'! 
TWO GOVERNORS. 
LUCItJS &O~INSON has failed of reiHectiQn to the gUberna-torial chail'. o( the Empire S'tate. The question now arises, 
"Who kiHed Cock Robin(son)? . 
.. 'Twas I" cries John Kelly; 
.. 'Twas I di4, r tell ye-
I! killed Cock Robin(son) ." 
"~Twas I did it," cries Tammany, 
' .. For 'tis I that can lam any 
Man who, opposes me." 
due ' lTespect to John Kelly and Tammany w!! have to 
differ from them, o~ at least divide the honors with them' of pre· 
cipitating Gov. Robinson's p:>litical diSllolution; or to be more 
-mooest it was the cause which- the WEEKCV advocates and .~hich 
Gov. Robinson p~t himself out of the w~y to appose that hurnied 
bim !ntQ bis polit1ca~ gra~e. • ' . ' ' . 
Not a sigh was heard, not a funeral note 
As his corse from the polling-place hurried~ 
And each teacher discharged a farewell s~o.t 




those who hwe lived near him at Alb1ny, So c)mpletely has he suc· 
C1)mbed to this baleful 'infatuation th,~t he find, it im.> >,sible t l refrain frou 
, betraying i~ true I\B-tur-!, either in his speech or in his state plper;. His me;-
sag~ to the l.~gisla'ure have abollnd!w in hints of its omin lU; and growing 
character. A C6mpuiso 1 of the G lvernor's expre,sions in respect to , the 
common schools, in Iiis three anQual meBlges, reveals the f 1(;1 tbat his opin-
ions have undergone a m "k~d Change within tw J year,. Tole fi rst message 
makes no attack up,n tlie principle which underlie; the sy,tem, but do~ set 
forth tbis dvctrine: "It seemes to me to b~ a clear violation of personal right 's 
for the state to go beyond this (primlry edllc\tion) and levy taxe, to supplrt 
free academies, high schOlls and cvllege,." In this dO,llm ont w~; also fore-
sh.adow~d· the attack on the normal scho)ls wbich Gwern,()r Robinson is ac-
knowledged to nave inspired. Euly in the legislattve session of 1877, Mr. " 
Ruggles, now D!puty, Attorney·G!neral, in the A~s!mbly arraigned the nor: 
mal schopls a~ c )stly excrescences on and u;eleiS append 1ge; of the comm03-
sc)lool system. Tbe heated debate which enmed dem)nstrated that the g!n-, 
tleman wa~ largely in err.>r in his statements pf fa~t and figllras, and c)nspic 
uou~ly' so in regard to the dedllctions made f.om the.m. S) thorbughly 
alarmed did several of Mr. Rllggles's colleagues become that they took un . 
eqllivoc~l and' aggres~ive grounds- against both him and the Governor. One 
notable speech of this nature was made by Mr. Cbilds, of Seneca county, :i 
graduate of Hamilto~ Gollege and at present editor of a Democratic' newspa-
per in the district which he then repre;ented. Tbe G lVernor's partisan in the 
Legislature went so far as to favor cutting off the appropriations for the main· 
tenance of most of the norm~l schools. In this act of sheerest folly they over-
shot the ";arl< and their designs met with ignominious defeat. 1:be sec'lnd 
annual meosage is more pronounced in tone tban the first. It .says: 
In my jlldgment a very great wrong. has already grown up in connection 
with our otherwise excellent system. It lies in the principle of applying large 
amounts of the money Taised by taxation to the suppor-t of nigh scbools and 
instruction in all the sciences and high b" mches of study required in the 
learned professions. 
Alfter elaborating reasons for this assertion, the Governor- proceeds: 
Instead of educating the masses of children so as to prepare them for the 
pUrSuits and industries upon whicli they inust depend fo" a living, We educate 
them in~such a way as to. ma1<e,diem discontented witli toeir condi,tion, unfit 
to dischaTge its duties in 0: manner most J>el)eficial to their own interests, and 
take away the strong incentives which compel those who are really ahle and 
"worthy, to wi',! for themse~ve~ high po, itionin learning and usefulness. ' 
Mark how plainly this points inthe direction of class ~diication. The third 
message caps the climax. Alluding to former messages in whIch he h.as 
stated his views in regard to "the proper scope and extent of the schools that 
sJlOuld be maintain~d oy general taxation," etc., the Go~ernor prQceeds : 
To ' Ie';' iaxes . upon' ilie people for ~uch P)lrposes (for acad~mic or high 
school educatton~ is a' species of legalized robbery, and even the recipients 
come to'1<oow it k it lowers thei. standard of morality and helps to d~ba.uch, 
instead o~ purify, public opinion. It also breeds discontent on the P.art of thO$e 
who are educated, or atfempted to be educated, to somllthing.ahove that for 
which they are fitted. It really disqualifies them for thoSe duties ,!nd labors 
to whicli alone they are by ~ature adapted, so ,that not only' great injusJice 9uf 
~at' demo.ralizationJn the r-esuIt. , T,he argument s,?metimes advanced: that 
this,system IS a bellefit to the poor, IS an utter fallacy. _ ' ' 
H~ sub3equently ~ds: "These views -are so mani~estlYiust I< have no doub~­
tbey w,ill ult!mately prevail.'" In this same official commu.nication to the 
Legislature of this state~a stjlte. that is willing to el'pend abbve $u,ooo,Ooo 
an!,uaIly for the' education of its cllildren -as a fitting accompaniment to the 
sentiments just indicated. the attack upon the norlllal schoolS is renewed with 
' a' oltterneSs as inexcusable as 'it is nnwarrante!' Evidently. the G'overnor is 
riding ~ hobby here, and one that the recent report of tlie ]).egislative C"m-
'II1ittee designated in 18Z8 to investipte the normal'schoo!. completely upsets., 
A glance at the report of this committee, al whose head was Mr. John J. Gil-
bert, of Franklin county, a conscientious, scholarly gc;ntieman" who !>-as had 
large experience as. an instructor, in these institutions, cannot -fail to convi~ce 
any, intelligen,I, unbiased person,of the urgent necessity which existS for t1!e-,; 
development and mail'te,nance of these sources of. supply of properl{ disci: , 
plined and e<j.uipeed teachers for the numerous and rapidly multiplying·,com.' 
mon schools of the state. More )ver, Governor Robinson cannot have read as_ 
; careful,ly as ~e ought tl}e messages of gov~rnor!; of othc:r states, ia' w,hich' par-
tic\1la. emphasis is placed upon the well.nigh insuperable difficulties encoun, 
tered,in \he management of school matters in, Commonwealths having no ad~ 
-York Tribune gives the following review and como ' equate nQn.nal facilitfes. . The GOvernor ' may be an economist par excellence, out he is 'not an edil';-
cator ol'-a pIiilantllropist; ' such benefac,tors -of the human race' are-inilde' of 
'different 'sluff. I regi-et -to be compelled to add that the Governor's uncatho-
!icity of opinion and want of ~mpathy with the progressive spirit f# the age 
, ~:OJ):-JeJltc<1 , b().ti\i~ of G.>Y. Robinson to the common schools, or' 
esilential felltures, has long been an open secret amonlt 
,I I • 
~hich does not seem to h,lVe penetrated 'to and warmed "the-cockies of his 
heart," have carried him to extremer lengths than have yet been enumerated. I 
am authori zed by the principal of a public school in 'this city, who is politically 
a Democr ·t, but whose name is for personal reasons withheld, to make the 
'following statement of fact: The gentleman 'in question attended the State 
Teachers' Institute which convened at Buffalo last summer. Governor Rob-
inson's attitude toward the schools was much remarked and universally and 
unsparingly denounced by members o[ the institute, some of whom had talked 
with him on the subject, and weT< astonished' to find that he overstepFed the 
extreme limits reached in his written messa,ges, and freely advocated class ed-
ucation. That is, in conversation with these persons he had approved of a 
sJste}" of education which should, in the main, insure the rearing of a cbild 
in its father's or parents' avocation and station in life. This is the complex'-
ion to ;"hich he mIst o[ necessity come at length. This is his plan to prevent 
children of lowly degree [rom becoming "discontented with their condition." 
IS not this enough to dislodge the shades of George Clinton, John Jay, Gid.on 
Hawley and Horace Mann, those sturdy champions of the Ame .. ican system 
of popular education? It is economy gone mad. It is economy of that .sort 
that "saves at the spigot and wastes at the bung." 
I , 
But Lucihs Robinson was' not reelected governor of New 
York. There was that in.·his · course which prevented a lasting : . 
career in ' a country whose genius is free speech, free press, free 
schools. Let not ambitious politicians try to kick against the 
goads. The public school system is a power as irresistible as the 
tide or the revolution of the earth. The school-ma'ams have not 
a vote but they have votes. And under these votes any opponent 
of the public school system is as sure to be buried as he would be 
under the light but smothering snow-flakes of an Alpine storm if 
he. were to lose his way in one of those dreary passes. 
It is rumored that Gail Hamilton ' is coming out in a book 
against the common-school system of tht: United States. Had 
not she and her "plum¢d knight" better take warning by the fate 
of Gov. Robinson? 
REVIEWS. 
It is a fact susceptible o[ proof that sincethe publication o[ Gov. Robin- A First Sketrh 'oJ Etlglis/, L;ttralur~. By Henry Morley. Cassell. Pettt!r 
wn's first message to the Legislature in 18n, cont.:ining the sentiments above & Galpi,! : London, Par,s, alld New York. Chicago: Jansen, McClurg & 
specified, no person has b"en more keenly-alive to the magnitude .and enormity Co. PTlce, $2. , 
of the mistake involveJ than Ho~atio SeymmlT, who has a grand, fatherly re- This is a book of 9 1 4 pages, and yet the price is only tw~ dol~ 
. gard for the common schools, and will not aHow them to .be menaced with lars. The a~thor is modest in his title and preface, and aim~ 
imp~lIity. On tbe 19th of June, 1878, Mr. Seymour delivered a!l address be- rather to quicken interest than to satisfy it, quoting Basil V'alel~­
- fore the Alumni of Madison University, at Hamilton, N. Y., selecting as a tine who said, "The shortness of human life makes it impossible 
them~ "The Relations 01 the State to its Educational Interesls," ill the course ~ 
, lor one man thoroughly to learn antimony, in which every day 
of whi ch he made the following observations: 
something new is discovered," to show by contrast the immensi- , 
A controversy has grown up about the schools, academies, and colleges or" . 
our country; and it has gone so far as to excite in the minds of some a hos- . ty of the task of mastering the knowledge of "the best thought 
tility to the support by the public of a!'y but what is called primary. education. I of the best, men of 'our nation in all times." 
" " " " Both of these exlteme partIes are wrong. One, ~ecallse the, look Th fi 11' b I 
at the subject solely ill the light oflh~inAuence of lea~ningupon the man who l eo OWtng ta Ie of content~ will give an idea of the frame~ 
gams it; Ihe other, because they ~Isreg.ard the: gemus. of our Government. ; work of the book, but we have no expectation of giving the spi~-
" *' " *' There is sllll tn the pub\tc mm,t an Impre .. lOn that colleges and . t f I k ' I' b' f 
academics are in some way mainly [or the advantage of particular professions , lOt le wor III t liS rte notice: The Forming of the People ': 
and not for the general good. It is true tbat this is tbe case in Europe, but it ; Celts; The Forming of the People: First English; Transition 
is not true here. " *' *' The feeling that education in its highest form~ gives English; Chaucer and his Contemporaries " The Fifteenth .Cen-. 
advantages to some at times to the cost of others, is 'nntrue and hurtful. " *' * 
I wish to shaN what education d.oes for all classes of men' engaged in the ac- ' tury; From · the Year ' 150 .0 to the Year 1558; The Reign of 
tive duties of lire, ann to repel the charge that the h!gher institutions of learn- I Elizabeth; From Elizabeth to the Commonwealth' From the 
lug. can in any way be burtful to e.lementary educa~i.on. While this idea is ... , 
_ not distinctly stated, nevertheless, m a covert way, It runs through the 'argu- f Commonwealth to the Revolution; Under William III. and 
ments. * * * Men err who look upon learning as the sale property of him . Anne; From Anne to Victoria. To give, an idea' of tho e sty.:le, • 
who has it, or who hold that giving a man education by P'1blic aid is like 
giving him material things at the cost of other;;. The l.aws of political ecollo- the openi:lg sentences may not be am.iss: 
my, of supply and demand. do no~ apply to It, and It IS madnes< to Irust to I "The Literature of a people tells its life. History records its 
these alone to give our people the knowledge-that we need. * * ·x· Strip from deeds; but Literature brings to us, yet warm with their first heat ' 
our workshops all that le.arning has ?e:,ised or disc,:,vered, and you will stop th.e appet ites .and passions, the keen intellectual d 'ebate, th; 
the wheels of prohtahle lIldustry. Stnke out of eXIstence all that our higher "'. 
schools have done to aid all pursuits, and a dark cloud would overshadow : higher prompttngs of the soul, whose blended energies produced 
our land. Destroy the intelligence they have diffused among all classes, and i tl~e substance of the record. " . . II ' 
all forms of property wo~ld sin~ in' value. In view of these facts, what be~ )'0 prove that the author is catholic ill spirit, it is only n, eces-. 
comes of the charge that wrong IS done to labor or to property when di.ffusive 
learning is upheld in some degree at the public cost? We protest ill behalf ~ary to say that he gives ten pages to the influence of Celtic lit- ' 
df those who in early life could not gain edncation, in behalf of labor, tn he· ieratures ann states that in the following average staflZa from the 
lialf ,of tax -paye", against the teachings of those who would subject know!- ' 
edge to the rules which govern dealings in materi.al things. Nothing can be ! CeltiC there are more similes than in the six .thousand and odd 
more hurtful than the feeling that learning helps men of one condition more lines of "Beowulf, " the first herqic poem of the Teutonic section 
than another. It may grow up if the value of know'cdge to all is ,not kept 
alive in the public mind. * * " Ii it is alleged that the public may not right- of the English 'people: 
fully be charged with the cost 01 any education save that which fits for the I "Both shoulders covered with hi~ painted shield, 
duty of citizenship, and that all other branches are to be cut off, it is to be said The hero there swift as the war horse rushed. 
in reply that aU kinds of learning are knil together and give mutual strength. Noise in the mount of slaughter, noise and fire, 
. "*" What are the rights of labor? Not only equal laws to give them a 
- fair chance to gain wealth, but a system of education, which will · place them The darting lances were as glt!ams 01 sun. 
on a level menially and morally as high as that held by any .. , There the glad raven fed. The'ro.e must fly 
Contrasted with the ulterances of "Horaiio Seymour, how do those of Lu. While he 10 swept them. as when in hi. course 
cius Robinson appear? Should Gov. Robinson be rel!lected, would it be un- An ugle strikes the morning dews aside, 
; easonable to expect that, before the close of his second term, he might he And like a whelming billo~ struck their front. 
founq holding, with anoth':.r friend of education, o[ wiiom Washington Irving Brave men, so sa)" the bards, are dumb to slaves. 
tells us, old Hans Van Ripper, thal he "nev~r knew any good.to come of this Spears w~ted men, and ere the swan-white steeds 
same reading and writing." Said an eloquent defender of the schools in the Trod the still grave Ihat hushed the master voice 
;uromer of 1878 : "Troy had her palladium. It was the stlltue of Minerva. His blood "(ashed all his arms. Such WIIS Buddv~n 
When the Greeks laid unholy hands on the statue of Pallas, its eyes Bashed The son of Bletdvan the Bold .. 
fire and its bosom heaved. with 'almost ungovernable rage. And so in our The work is ~horoughly pliilosophi~~1 throughout. The selec- ' . , 
co:~try would our .sQuls swell and our eyes. flash .if 'a,ny de~ec~atin~ hand ftio.ns fro~ authors are not very copious, 'but sllch ~are given aft! •. _ 
~ chouia be laid on our schools,let that_hand come from \vliat quarter-it mify . qUite tellmg. Indeed in this respect the wOlk is almost cUMb'· . . • 
• m, 
, ~ 
as, for example, the following verse of a song of the Scotch re-
formers: 
"The pape that pagane f~ll of pryd, 
Hee hes us blinded lang; 
For where the blind the blind doe gyde, 
No wonder both goe wrnng. 
Of all iniquitie, 
Like prince and king he led the ring, 
Haytrix, trim goe trix, under the green wode tree." 
We notice that his rendering of Pope's couplet is 
, , "As yet a child, nor yet a fool to fame, 
I lisped in numbers, for the numbers came," 
which is probably the original and not as we have seen it, 
"While yet a child, and all unknown to fame. 
I lisped in numbers and the numbers came." 
There is not a page that would' not suggest and bear interested 
if .not interesting comment, but lest we be tempted further we 
, ~. clos.e the book, not, however, before mentioning an interesting 
feature, the "Annals," commencing at 1771, assuming fullness 
lI;Ild proportion at 1799, and ending with ,1878. Besides the 
"Annals," a list of "students' books," well chosen, will be found 
interesting and valuable. 
" The Young-Folk's Cyclopl1!fiia if Common Things," with the 
compliments of Jansen, McClurg Ill; Co., 117 and 119 State 
, ' St., C~icago, was laid on the table of the editor of the WEEKLY, 
n9t long since, and he did the last thing that could be done to 
I test its adaptability to the wants of young children-brought it 
.... into 'a house teeming with noisy, wide-awake children. The 
. ' . ffrst thought was, as it is prettily bound and quite a valuable 
" . ,work, the price being three dollars, that it ought to be put away 
. till Christmas, but any house that has in it a precious torment in 
, 'the shape of a boy,or a girl, that every once in a while raises a 
I -pair of inquiring eyes,and says: "Mamma, how is chalk made?" 
. "~here does bluing come from?" "What is ambergris ?" ought 
to have the , Young- Folks' Cyclopl1!dia. No matter how well post-
ed the mother imagines herself to be, when , asked to tell in 
words something she supposed she knew all about, she will find 
. she is driven to make the speech of the blundering schoolboy, 
"I know, but can't tell." 
And to the oft-repeated inquiry, "What ~hall I do now?" 
when children are restless and at a'loss for occupation, give them 
'. something to hunt up, and let them tell you, or write, or print 
-, a!l they can reJIlember an9 then read it tQ you. Thus they will 
. be kept busy and you will not be delayed or annoyed. We gave 
'the , ant, the flea, and the spider, to our nephew and two 
eldest, telling them to be able soon to give as full an account of 
them' as they could get from the Cyclopredia, and if they did it 
well they might read ' about glycerine, and if that suggested 
-", . anything they would like to do they ,would be permitted to do 
'i ...... _' it. ' Whereupon there was quite a debate as to which was the 
IDQst wonderful animal, and a full and interesting' account given 
, ,of the three curious creatures. Thus they sought the word g-lyce-
.'rine, and shouted "soap-bubbles I let 1,IS make soap, bubbles and 
, .put some glycerine in the water as it adds to their beauty." And 
so .on ad infinitum. 
But the greatest comfort is in having a book that can answer 
tlie c1,lildren's questions, without an appeal to the parents;, thus : 
, inciting children to know more and look further. Since the Chi-
cago fire: burned our Champers's Encyclopredia, the dictionary 
'has been our onl.y book of reference, and we hail with joy the 
, ~4ditjon' to ' our book-shelves of the Young- Folks' Cyclopaedia, 
whicn answ~rs our purpose at present better than a larger onc. 
,The author has accomplished his purpose, and shown a direc-
tion,tact,and knowledge of the wants of the young folks ritat are 
admirable. He has avoided tiresome,incomprehensible, scientific 
dissertations, and handles the subjects in such a way: that a child 
becomes as interested in them as in a story-book. A child will 
get more comfort and lasting benefit from the Young Folks' Cy-
clopaedia by J. D. Champlin Jr., published by Henry Holt & 
Co., than out of a score of books such as are usually written for 
the young. 
OLD AND NEW STYLES. 
THE late Dr. Nathaniel B. Shurtleff of Boston, well-known as askilled antiquarian, some thirty years ago had printed an 
octavo edition of "A Perpetual Calendar for Old and New Style," 
"for the use of a few antiquarian friends, who had been subject-
ed to great inconveniences in referring; for the verification of 
dates and ~he solution of chronol9gical problems, to tables, far' 
too complicated for very frequent use." In 185 I 'he prepared a 
second edition of "150 copies for private use," in elegant large 
paper quarto, "to extend the facilities of the Tables to a few 
more friends." His observations on "Old and New Style" are 
so clear that we reproduce them here
' 
for the 'benefit of those 
who are puzzled to know upon what dates to observe the anniv~r­
saries of events'that transpired prev.ious to 1752. 
"Large errors having arisen m the Julian method of comput-
ing time, a reformation of the Calendar was undertaken by Pope 
Gregory XIII., and effected in 1582. The alteration caused by 
this reformation produced what is commonly termed the Greg-
orian Calendar, and the mode o-f reckoning time called the Ro-
man or New Style . 
"By the Julian Calendar the year consisted of 365 days and 
six hours, instead of the true time of the duration of a solar 
year; thus making the year too long by about eleven minutes.· 
From the time of the Council of Nice to the time of Gregory, 
.this difference had amounted to ten days. In order to obviate 
this error, it was ordained that the year 1582 should consist of 
365 days only, and that ten days, between the 4th and 15th Of 
October, should be thrown out of the Calendar of that year; 
: and also, to prevent further irregularity, that no year terminat ·' -
ing a century should be bis~extiie, excepting each fourth of such 
years. Three days are thus retrenched in every four hundred 
years, because the lapse of eleven minutes for every year makes 
very nearly three days in that period; ' leaving an error of one 
day only in about 5200 years. 
"It will assist the memory by observing, that, when a yeal' 
ending with 00 is divisible by 400 without a remainder, it is Leap 
Year; and, when there is a remainder, the year consists of 365 
days only. 
"All other years in the century • divisible by 4 are, likewi~e, 
Leap Years; and, consequently, have two letters in the Domini-
cal Tables. All common years begin and end with the same 
day' of the week. . 
"The New Style of reckoning time was not adopted in Great 
Britain and its Colonies until 1752,' when the correctioJ.l, for ob-
vious reasons, had increased one more day. From the time ' of 
the formation of th~ Gregorian 'Calendar in 1582 to the year 
.'By.cOUljesyof Mr. John Ward Dean, Librarian of tbe New England 
Histone-Genealogical Society. ' 
·"It supposes the year too long by I I minutes and 14 seconds." Enc'Y-
dopiEdia Britannica. ' ' 
• - • • • j 
BAn Act of Parliament was passed in 1751, ordering the day following the 
2nd of September of the year 1752 to be accounted ',the 14th of that mOllth. 
1699 inclusive, tbe difference of style was te·~. days; but, as the 
- year 1700 became a common year by' a provlSlO"n of N~w Style, 
containing only 365 days, whereas the same year con tamed 366 
days by Old Style, the difference became eleven days.' This has 
caused many mistakes m reducing Old Style to New, all events 
requiring a correction respective of the time of their occurrence. 
For example :-Columbus discovered America on Friday, the 
Twelfth of October, 1492, O. S.; by the New Style th~s occur-
),ence happened on Friday, October 21, 1492, and not on Octo-
ber 23, on the Sabbath, as has been erroneously adopted. * * 1* 
This error arose in consequence of using the correction of twelve 
days, necessary for events occurring in the nine.teenth centu~y, 
without noticing that the event happened at a time when mne 
days only were required for thatpurpo~e. A similar error of one 
day' existed in the celebration of the Landing of our Forefathers 
. _ af Plymouth, which was happily rectified last year [1850] by a 
resolve of the Pilgrim Society." * * * 
"By the reformation of Gregory, the year began on the first 
of January; and, consequently, whenever and wherever the 
New Style of reckoning time was adopted, .then and there the 
year commenced on this day. . 
"Previous to the use of the Gregonan Calendar, the years had 
different days of beginning, at various times in the same and 
different countries, and occasionally at the samc time in the same 
country. In most countries it began on one of the following 
" days: 
Christmas-day, the 25th of December; , 
Circumcision-day, the 1st of January; 
Conception-day, the 25th of March,; and 
Easter-day, the day of the Resurrection of our Lord. 
, "In England, in the seventh, and so late as the thirteenth cen-
wry, the year began on Christmas-day; but in the twelfth cen-
tury the Anglican Church commenced the year on the 25th of 
March, as did also the civilians in the fourteenth century. This 
continued until the 1st of January, 1752, the time of adoption 
. of the New Style. By this it appears, that two modes of reck-
~nin'g the commencement of the year have generally existed in 
.. Great Britain and its Colonies, causing what are called the Civil, 
Ecclesiastical or Legal Year, and the Historical Year. The last 
of ' these has commenced on the 1st of January for a long pe-
riod of time. , . 
"In . order to prevent, as far as possible, the occurrence of er-
- 'rors by the use of two commencements of the · year, it is now 
usual to annex the date of the Historical to that of the Legal 
year, when alluding to any day between the 1st of January and 
the 25th of March previous to 175 2 ; thus,~IO, Jan. 1621-2. 
"When double dating occurs, the first figure indicates the Le-
gal, and the last the Historical year. * * * 
"In the Julian Calendar the months were all numbered, 'as 
well as named; thus,-
I. March, 5· July, 9. November, 
2. April, 6. August, - 10. December, 
3. May, 7· September, II. January, 
4. June, 8. October, 12. February~ 
Sometimes, instead of writing out the name, the number only 
was expressed; and this generally followed the number of the 
day; thus,-the 10 mo : (II mo:) 1621, or, the loth: 11th 
roo; i. e., the loth day of the 11th month in the Civil Year 
1621, which corresponds with the loth of January of the Histor-
ical year 1622.-Boslon Book Bulletin. 
_ :- '''The year 1800 was also common in the new calendar, al)d, consequently, 
.the difference in the present century is twelve days . . From 1900 to 2000 in-
. elusive it will Pe thUteenJdaysl ' Encydopl1!dia Britannica. 
SOME ELEMENTS OF ·SUCCESS. 
Supt. MARY ALLEN WEST, in Galesburg Republican .Rl!gisler. 
DURING the last school year, I have visited one hundred and seventy-four schools. ' Many of these are attaining a high 
degree of success, and I have carefully noted the elements con-
tributing to this success. These elements are found in varying 
proportions in different schools, but I have never yet found a 
successful school in which the following conditions were not in a 
good degree realized: 
1. An A No. I teacher, thoroughly prepared for work, delight-
ing in it, and permanently retained. 
:I . A united district, interested in the school, each individual 
feeling a personal responsibility concerning it. Quarrelin~ in a 
district will neutralize the best efforts of the best teacher m ex-
istence. 
3. Intelli~ent, public-spirited directors, interested enough in 
the school to visit it, and competent to appreciate the work done 
there. 
4. At least a few parents 0'£ like qualifications; the more the 
better. 
5. Plenty of blackboards, slate" maps, and dictionaries. 
6. Uniformity of text-books. 
These seem to be conditions precedent to success'. 
Others are found in schools attaining the highest excellence. 
In ' this enumeration I have given only those without which suc-
cess is impossible; and, happily, these conditions are attainable 
by every district in Knox county. 
The best results are attained in those schools whose teachers 
have made most thorough preparation for their work. In any 
other business or profession it ~eems self-evident that the best 
work will be done by those who are most thoroughly prepared. 
But so many people-even school officers--seem to think that 
teaching is an exception to this rule-that those who have made 
no preparation can teach just as well as tnose who have spent 
years in this work, that it seems necessa~y to call especial atten~ ­
tion to this point. 
, One explanation of the opposition to normal schools is this 
mistaken idea of many persons concerning the preparation nec-
essary for teaching. Could the greatest sceptic on the !Datter of 
normal schools visit the Gibbs school, Lynn, taught by a teacher 
who haS enjoyed normal training, and compare it with a neigh-
.boring school whose teacher has made no preparation for her 
work, not so much as attending a township institute when it is 
brought almost to her own door, he wouid be convinced that 
.normal training does pay. 
I notice that in all our best schools the teachers' preparation 
was both general and specific, that is, they h.ave ' a thorough edu- . 
cation to begin with, and they do not cease to be students wHen 
they become teachers; then they have made the science and the 
art of teaching a study; they read the best works on education, 
take educational journals, attend Drills and Institutes, and in 
every way strive to learn the best way of doing their work. So 
much for their general preparation. Their special preparation 
for each recitation is no less thorough. As I think over the best 
schools I visited during the year, this point seems to me one of 
the most vifal conditions of their success. This thing is also 
true: The teachers who have made the most thorough general 
preparation, are the ones who make the most thorough special 
preparation for each day's work. Show me a teacher who does 
not prepare specially for each excrcise, and I will show you a _ 
failure. The teachers most successful in their. work are those who 
are not ashamed to study and prepare for each exercise, fearing 
that if they do, people will think they do not know enough to 
", ,. , ~ .~ . ~ . ~ " 
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teach. The lad y wl~ose e~amination 'marks are the highest of an y 
in th'! cQunty, has this spring spent half an hour each morning 
before school preparing herself to teach her little Primer class 
and placing work for them upon the board. Another who ranks 
very near her in scholarshIp, experience, and success in, teaching, 
~akes equal preparation for teaching even the lowest cl~ses . The 
.result is that little ones fo.rtunate enough to be under such tuition 
.' make such rapid progress that two or three years' time is saved 
~ ~ to 'them in their school course. 
Another thing I notice is that those scholars who, through oral 
lessons in botany or :zoiilogy, are trained to observe closely, are 
-most proficient in spelling, writing, arithmetic, and language. 
I marked this in visiting schools; it is very noticeable in our 
Fair work. In schools thus trained their written work shows 
scarcely a poorly formed letter and no blots, their arithmetic and 
spelling are almost perfect, and their compositions and letters are 
, • delightfully written. In sharp contrast is the work of a school 
, that does not believe in "wasting time on such foolery," whose 
work is ornamented with ten winged butterflies and figures of 
, animals it would break no commandment to worship. 
:Another pomt noticed is that successful teachers always have 
patience to make haste slowly. They take time to do thoroughly 
~ , e,v ~rythrng they do; and although they may not go over as mu~h 
, J,l'l'ound in anyone week as soine of their hasty ne'ighbors, the 'end 
,of. the term always shows more lasting good secured. 
: And g,ood teachers always find time to do the necessary work 
, ' of the school. When I hear a teacher continually complaining 
that he has not time to teaeh reading properly, or writing, or the 
correct use of langua~e, I know at once that he is either lazy or 
shiftlesS, or, to ilJut ,it in a less objectionable form, that he is.lack-
' inK in, energy or in the, "know liow." 
ABSTRACT OF PROF. MARSH'S ADDRESS. 
Prof. G. H. FAILYER, Kansas Agricultural College. 
;'> ", AT the, Saratoga meeting of the ,American Association for the 
, ".', A:dvancement of Science, the retiring president, Prof. O. 
, C:. Marsh, deliverea an address on the ""Histbry and Method,s of 
Paleontological Discovery." Coming from such -eminent au-
thority, it cannot be otherwise than interesting and instructive. 
The historical portion is a compilation of facts that are'accessible 
. . te few; but he does not content himsdf by c6mpiling facts. ' He 
''', ,'" 's~udies relations, and traces a constant growtjl 'in knowledge of 
" ' pale<;>ntology. The histoty of this growth is divided into four 
, periods. . , 
, The firs~ period dates back to the time when men first noticed 
fossil remains in the rocks. The principal chara,cteristk of this 
period ,is the uncertainty regarding the nature and 'origin of these 
fossil rernaiIis; Were they veritable animal remains, or were tbey 
, "sports of nature?" The Ileriod ended with the. beginning of 
" . the eighteenth century. The various theories that were itdvanced 
'. , , to ~ccount for these remains are both interesting and amusing, 
, but call not be noticed in this abstract. 
" ; Durfng the second' peniod. comprising tlie eighteen'th century, 
.. -,it was admitted that fossils 'were real organisms; but it was gen: ' 
, er-ally believed that ihey were deposited by the Mosaic deluge. 
" ,.0 er ' this point, tlle contest was a bitter one. To illust~ate ·th~ 
, obstacles to the advancement Of science, allusion 'is made to 
Buffon, who, soon after tne publication tif his work on natural 
history, "~eceived;alet~er from the Faculty'of Theology of Paris, 
stati~ ~hai fourteen proPQsitions in his work were rep'rehensible, 
• I • ., 
and contrary to the,creed of the church." ' Buffon was compelled 
to 'recant, and to publish the recantation in his subsequent 
'works. Many amusing incidents and ludicrous blunders are 
given. During the latter portion of the eighteenth century, the 
belief that fossil remains were deposited by the Deluge slowly de._ 
clined, and the new era gradually' appeared. The progress 2f ' 
the century' may be outlined thus: Fossils were the remains oft 
plants ,and animals. They were not relics of the Mosaic deluge . 
Part had been deposited in fresh water, part in the sea. Some " 
belong to a mild climate, others to a tropical one. Something, . 
also, was known of the geological ]:osition of fossils. "The 
greatest advance, however, up to this time, was that men now 
preferred to observe rather than to believe. . 
The third period extends from the close of the eighteenth ceQ- • 
tury to the middle of th'e nineteeth. Two characteristics of this 
period were, "the accurate determination of fossils by compari~ 
son with living forms," and "the belief that every species, recent 
and extinct, ,,,as a separate creation." Among the workers in 
this field, in the earlier portion of the epoch,. Cuvier, Lamarck" 
and William Smith stand out in bold relief. In the latter part, 
a vast army of earnest workers were striving to reveal the mys: ,-
teries of nature. "In the physical world, the great law of 'cor-
relation of forces' had been announced and widely accepted; but -, 
in the ' organic we,rld, the dogma, of. the mir.aculous creation of. , 
each separate species still held sway" .almost as completely as· ' ~ • 
when Lilimeus declared (in the eighteenth century): 'There are _ ' 
as many different species as there were different forms created in. 
the beginning.! 'But the dawn of a new era was already breaking, 
and the third period of paleontology we may consider now at an • 
end." • 
The fourth period of paleontological history began about twent·), 
years ago, It is, the period of the present. Its two main char-
acteristics are the belief that "all life, living and extinct, lias 
been evolved from simple forms," and the "accepted fact of the 
great antiquity of the human race." The publication of 'Dar'· , 
win's Origin of Species has revolutionized scientific thopght. ' .' -
Lama,rck proposed the theory of Evolution. Darwin changeq it 
into lj. ' doctrine, and has shown how existing forms may have been, 
derived from. those of the past. "In the' last epoch, species weie 
represented i~dependently by parallel lines; in the present 
period, they are indicated by dependent, branching lines." , 
Among the results i~ vertebrate paleontology are the tracing 
back' of the larger mammals "through allied forms, in a closely 
connected series, of early tertiary times." The 'evolution ' onhe: 
horse is demonstrated by specimens now known. "The demon: ' 
stration in one case stands for all. The evidence in favor of the 
genealogy of 'the horse now rests 01) the same foundation as tlie' 
proof that any fossil bone once fo rmed part of the 'skeleton of a 
living ariim~1. A special creation of a single bone is as probable -
, as the special creation of a single species." Other evidences' are 
adduced; and the paragraph is closed by this unequivocal state-
~ent: "For such reasons, it is now regarded, among the active 
workers in s~ience, as a waste of time to discuss the truth: <if 
~volution .. The, battle on this point has been fought and won."! 
The two lines of research-ex~inct forms and embryolcgy-"sup-
pfe~ent each other. A review of the evidence of the .antiquity 
o(man is given. It is considered established that ma'n existed 
in the.tertiary pe~iod, which; according to fair estimates, would-
be' two hundred and . fifty thousand/ or more, years. , 
, The address is a concise history of the growt,h 'of the science- ' 
of geology. It 'c1o~es thus: "I have endeavored to define clearly ,. 
, ~ .. 
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the different periods in the history of paleonto)'ogy. If I may 
vent~I;e, in conclusion, to characterize the present period, in all 
., departments of science, its main feature would be a belief in uni-
versal la,vs. The reign of law; first recognizeci in the physical 
'. world, has now been extendt!d to life as well. In return, life has 
_ given to inanimate nature the key to her pro founder mysteries-
Evolution, which embraces the universe. What is to be the main 
€ha~acteristic of the next period? No ope now can tell; but, if 
~e are permitted to continne, in imagination, the rapidly-con-
verging lines of research pursued to-day, they seem to meet at 
th'e. poi"nt where organic and inorganic nature become one. That 
this ,pDint will yet be reached, I cannot doubt." 
This Association has for its members the leading scientists of 
the country; and the papers read at its sessions may be consid-
; - : eved a fair exposition of the scientific thought of the day. 
,The election of Long to the governorship of the Old Bay 
- St~te is a public_school triumph. Mr. Long is a literary man, a' 
translator of Virgil's h:neid. Much gratulation was felt and ex-
pre~sed at the election of Prof. Seeyle to Congress. The same 
sentiment may be cherished in the case of Gov. Long. There 
- . ate worse men in the world than Ben. Butler, but the age is be-
_~ coming too refined for such rude methods as the great B. B. fa-
V:ors: Taste, scholarship, . refinement, in a word culture, will not 
_ be at" a discount in the future so much as in the past. Peda-
:. / g<;>gues to the front! 
====== 
WHAT IS THE "QUINCY PLAN"? 
WILL you tell us about the "Quincy Plan"? What is it? . The New York Tribune, Herald, the various eastern j!du-
. cational papers, including the New Engiand Jounza/ and New 
York Pltblic School Joltmal, come to us freighted with brave 
_words,about an educational reform. Charles F. Adams Jr. ,and the 
good people of Quincy, M?.ss., have discovered and adopted· a 
»"Plan" which we are told marks the beginning of a new era in 
_'s<>hool management. Indianapolis, Moline, and a 'host of other 
papers take up the cry until, here, far away from the center 'of 
.civilization and culture, the mOlllltains retlect the echo "Quincy 
Plan," so aggravating, because no word of detail is given, no 
method suggested whereby we may appropriate the features of 
this ~eform. 
I have read with interest the Reports from the able superin-
tendent of ' Quincy; '1 have read the pamphlet of Charles F. 
Adams,Jr., but can find no intimation therein of this "new depart-
-- ure," so highly commended by the press . 
. I can seem to understand the feelings of Col. Parker, when he 
finds his name placed so prominently before the school men and 
women of the countty. No effort of his has brought this public-
ity;, so distasteful to a modest and able schoolmaster, about. But 
. it is done. ColoradJ and the Utes are so far removed. that no 
current news, save ~f great events, reaches us. . 
Allow me to advise the WEEKLY. that it has 110 right to with-
hold this desired ' information. Mr. Adams ,,,ith the "Quincy 
Plan" is not a patent institution. His new discover), belongs to 
tqe world fol' the furthering of the interests of the schools. 
. If there be really some new or hitherto unused organization, 
method, or appliance, or if the results of the Quincy school ex-
. aminations diffe,r from scores of .schools in the Mississippi vaHey, 
, ~ let us have the secret. But if, as your Indianapolis correspon-
dent suggests, Quincy and Mr. Adams have recently adopted the 
methods and detailed plans or' scores of towns within three hun-, 
-' 
dred miles of yuur s~nclulII, let the fact be proclaimed. Should 
the latter be true, let the Boards and teachers east of the Hud-
son be invited to spend a while visiting your schools. Wiscon-
sin, Illinois, Iowa, and Indi\lDa will open their doors and delight 
in telling the visitors what they are trying to do. I have been 
so welcomed there. 
Here in the mountains we anxiously watch for the truest and 
best connected with any of your schools, eager to appropriate 
whatever e~cellences you adopt, never asking nor caring whether 
born east or west. But tell us in your columns all about the 
"Quincy Plan." AAll.ON GOVE. 
DENVER, Nov. I, 1879. 
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CHICAGO, NOVEMBER 13,1879. 
====== 
THE STATES. 
[Much of our State News is crowded out this week by the Official De-
partment. - EDS.] 
IOWA.-Davmport ,News :-The city evening school; under the manage-
ment of Prin. Leonard A. Rose, has opened for a four months' term. This 
school is free to all persons between the ages of 12 and 21 who do not attend 
the public schools during the day. Mr. Rose has had charge of this school 
for seven or eight years. He has two assistants at present.--Supt. Young 
is.as busy as a beaver, keeping school matfers in the correct groove.--Miss 
Thomp,son has a fine Normal class this year.--The highschool seems to be 
in a fine condition. Miss Dimon, the new assistant, is a general favorite.--
Mr. Bushnell, of No.8, who bas been, sick, is at his post again.--Three 
",teaclien are taking the so-caiIed higher examination.--Language .. lessons 
will be discussed at a general meeting of the teachers at an early day. Look 
out for the us;'al display of pyrotechnic wit, humor, and raillery.--Compet-
itive examinations have been discarded, as)t were.--Vocal music is a dead 
letter in our course of study.--The WaIter Smith system of drawing is 
taught in the i!igher grades. Prof. Lambach, teacher of drawing, is the man 
for the place. ' 
, County Superintendent A. M. Linn has issued a call for a meeting of the 
directo~ a~d school officers of Henry countY,at Mt. ' Pleasant next Saturday. 
The expenditure of scbool money, the coOperation of patrons and direct!!rs, 
the harmony and'unity of pnrpose between toachers and officers, and the con-
sideration of text-books are important questions that will be discussed. 
Prof. ;nen. L. Cozier, formerly principal of the Mt. Pleasant schools, man-
ages a good drug store nowadays. 
Mt. Pleasant has just finished a new '3,500 schoolhouse. It will be opened 
the beginning of next term. 
, Mr. J. A. Casebur,formerlyof'Tipton,' is principal of the public schools oc' 
Sutro, Nevada. 
Springfield township, Ceda; county, recently pu~chased some Un~bridged 
Dictionaries (Webster's) for the schools of, the township. 
PROGRAM OF THE IOWA STATE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION, 1879. 
.Monday, Dec. 29, 7:30 P. M.-An appropriate prc;>gram as arranged' by the 
Local Committee. Tt«sday, Dec. 30. 9:00~1. Organizationi 2. Appoint- , 
lI!ent of committees. 3. Miscella~eous .Business. Io:oo.-How may the 
high schools be strengthened and built up ,n popular favor] Paper by S, T. 
Boyd, Parsons College. Discussion, Supt. R. Saunderson, Burlington. 'U:OO. 
-How to ge~ the, greatest good from the "Public Expenditures fer 'Schools." 
Paper by Prm. C. G • . Kretschmer, Dubuque. Discussion by Supt. D. W. 
Lewis, Washington. 12:00.-Recess. 2:00.--Openin2 ExercL<es. 2:15.-
What are the F~ndamentals ~f an Education? Paper by Prin. R. B. Huff, 
Columbus JunctIon. Pls~usslon, Supt. J. D. Hornby, Harrison county. 3:00. 
-AcademIC InstructIOn m Normal Schools; where begin and where end] 
Pa~r by C. R. Pomeroy, D. D. (late President Emporia , Kansas Normal 
School), Des Moines. Discussion. Prin. H. C. Cox, Dexter Normal and 
Scientific Institute. 4:00.-Essay-Miss Menza Rosecranl, Sigourney. 4:00. 
-Recess. 7:30.-Is President Eliot right in saying that Collegiate Education 
for Women is a failure] Paper by Prof. H. J. Cook, Cornell College. 8:00. 
· -Inaugural Address"President W. J. Sheup, Dubuque. Wtd.nesday, Dec 31. 
9:00.-0penm~ Exercises. 9:I5 ,-Education at Home and Abroad. Paper 
by Prof. H. K. Edson, Iowa College. 9:45.-Examinahon of Teachers. 
Paper by SUpl, w .E .P"'ker, Buchanan county.. Discussion, Supt. Josephine, 
Kellogg"Decatur Cuunty. 10:3o.-Does the Public School lay a good Moral 
, Foundation] Paper by Silpt. J. W. Johnson, Knoxville. , Discussion, Presl-
· dent Bissell, Upper Iowa University. 1I:15.-0ur Institute System-are its 
- results adequate to its cost] Paper by Supt. L. T. We1d, Cresco. Discussion, 
Prof. J. Wernli, Le Mars. 12:oo.-Recess. 2:00.-Education in N. W. 
Iowa. Paper by Supt. Harley Day, O'Brien county. 2:3o.-How may Edu-
· cation be so directed as to counteract the tendencies to Insanity] Papers hy 
Mark Ranney, M. D., Supt Mt. Pleasant Insane Hospital, and President 
Spaulding, Wesleyan University. 3:30.-Election of officers for ensuing year. 
4:20 -Recess. 7:30.-Lecture. Hottis, Railroads, dc.-The five lioteis 
have pledged entertainment at $1 per day. The Local Committee assures us 
that plenty of good entertainment can be had at private residences and board- _ 
ing houses at 50c to 75c per day. The railroads passing through Independ-
ence have pledged a good reduction of rates, and the Milwaukee & St. Paul 
and the North Western also promise reduction of fare. Some other "connect-
ing lines will grant reduction under certain contingencies. Full particulars 
regarding railroad rates will be given in the circular to be sent out immediate-
ly. We can assure all that the local committee will have abundance of ac-' 
commodation for us} and the foregoing program speaks for itself.. The ques- .. 
tions are vital, and the persons assigned to them are of known ability. By_ 
reference to the map it will be seen that Independence is but 65 miles east and 
35 nort\! of the geograpical center of Iowa, and is ' ery nearly the center of 
population.. The city is easy of access from all directions, and the people are 
educationally wide-awake. Teachers of Iowa, with all circumst. nces so fa-
vorable, we can make this meeting the best of all our long series of excellent 
conventions. Sball we have it so] All who are in favor of this say "Ay," 
at Independence, Monday, Dec. 29, at 714 P. M. 
E. R. ELDRIDGE", 
SAM'L CALVIN, 
W. F. KING, 
Executive Committee.-
ILLINOIS.-The Twenty-sixth Annual Session of the State Teachers' As-
. sociation will be held at Bloomington, Dec. 29,3°,31,1879, in Durley Hall. 
Monday, Dec. 29, 7:30 P. M., Address of Welcome, Hon. Lawrence Weldon; 
Response by the President; President's Annual Addrets, Alfred Harvey, 
Paris, Ill. Tuesday, Dec. 30,9:00 A. M., How or ' Why, Which, and How 
Much, Samuel E. Harwood, Carbondale,A. J. ,Smith, Springfield, J. G. Shedd, 
Danville; 10:30 A. M., Primary School Work, Miss Lilly N. E. ~kaats, Chi. 
cago, Miss Nettie E, Waugh, Peoria, Miss Charlotte Lundh, Chicago; 11:50 
A. M., Appointment of committees and other business; 1:30 P. M., The Place 
and Value of Denominational sci)ools in the work of Education, Dr. E . L. 
Hurd, Carlinville. Dr. W. H. H. Adams, Bloomington, Prof. B. J. Radford 
Eureka; 3:00 P. M., Institute Work in IlIi)Iois, Hon. James P. Slade, Spring-
field; 3:45 P. M., Non Professional Readmg; E. O. Vaile, Chicago, M,ss M. ' 
A. Flemming, Chicago, A. Hoffman Streator; 7:30 1'. M., Lecture, Rev. Ga-
lusha Anderson, D. D. LL. D., Chicago. Wtdntsday, Dec. 3I, 9:00 A. M., 
Attacks upon our PubFc Schools, W. L. Pillsbury, Springfield, J. Mahony, 
Chicago, M. Andrews, Galesburg; 10:30 A. M., Can the Art of Teaching bo 
Acquired] John W. Cook, Normal, Wm. Brady, Marseilles, J. H. Freeman, 
Aurora; Miscellaneous Busmess; 1:30 P. M., Proper Use of Text-Boob, 
James Hannan"Chicago, Granville F. Foster,Carbondale, James R. McGregor, 
Mendota; 2:45 p, M., Report of Committee on Spelling Reform. Dr. Ed, 
win G. Hewett, chairman, Normal; Discussion of the Report, Geo. D. Broo-
mell, Chicag"; 4:00 P. M" Reports of other Committees, and Election of 
Officers; 7:30 P. M., Lecture-;-Duane Doty, Chicago. RAILROAD RATES-
CHICAGO & ALTON R. R., and EASTERN ILLINOIS R. R., will sell return tick~ 
ets to those who paid full fare going, for one·fifth fare. CHICAGO, BURLING-
TON & QUINCY R. R., the same as above between all junction points on their 
road. ILLINOIS CENTRAL R. R. will issue special round trip tickets, at the 
same rate as above. All persons desirous of availin~ themselves of this 
privilege,will pleasesend to J. H . Loomis,448 W. Washington Street,Chicago, 
who will get certificates entitling the holder to such rates and se?d to parti,es 
writing-this applies only to the Ill. Cen. R. R.-Accommodauons are also 
expected from other roads. HOTEL RATES:-Ashley House, and Pheenix 
Hotel, $1.50 per day. Wait'S Hotel, $1.25 per day. St. Nicholas, $1.00 per 
day. Headquarters of ~xecutive Committee at Ashley House. " 
. The board of supervisors of Macoupin county, upon their attention being 
called to additional duties imposed upon county superintendents by the 
amendments to school law, have instructed their Superintende,nt, Mr. Crouch, 
to take as much time as he found necessary for the discharge of his 'duties. 
They had prevIOusly allowed him but fifty-two days a year. 
MINNESOTA.-It is proposed in Winona to make an effort to have the 
grounds of the Normal school imp~oved, under the direction of the Board of 
Normal Regents, according to plans of a skillful and competent landscape, 
architect. 
Ha~ Semicary, at Red Wing, is said to be receiving frequent accessions 
of students from all parts of the state. 
WISCONSIN.-W. J. Brier, who ha:; been Principal of the Plymollth schqols .. 
for the past four years, starts out on the fifth with flying colors. Tbe editor 
of the Plymoutk Reporter (Dem.) being temporarily absent, Principal Brier 
was put in charge and, presto, the readers of that sheet were treated to some 
rousmg RepUblican doctrine in the editorial columns, very much to their sur-
prise. Brier, didn't you 'know that a schoolmaster ought to keep out of poli-
tics] Now" we'll let you off this time if you will promise not to do so "some 
more.'" , 
The University boys, one ,night recently, went on a "musical" lark and 
ended by ringing a fire alarm on the new chapel bell, ,which brought out all 
the whole Madison fire brigade to their infinite disgust. What has happe.Ded 
to the'boys] They have bee;' on their good behavior so 10Dg ~t this is 
. '-
--;, 
. liite' a surprise. This would seem to show th!,t the girls have not quite ~spoiled" them yet, but a few more years will certainly do the business for The following rules will guide the Board in carrying ,out the provisions of this law: 
them. . • -I. There will be two grades of certificates, to be denominated, respectively, 
An exchange says Pres. W. D. Parker, of the River Falls Normal School, 
. Jiaj btelY been in St. Louis to study the kindergartens of that city. We sus-
pect that the city normal school under ~of. Lo~is Soldan exerted some .of the 
.drawing power that it took to get the sta.d Pres.dent so far away from hIS own 
work. . W; C. Whitford is re'Hected State Superintendent by . a large majority in 
spite of every sort of malicious and unsc~upulous op~sit~on. . 
The towns of River Falls and Troy, Jomt School District No. I, are gOlOg 
to have a 6ne new school house. The cost, with fnrniture and warming appa-
_~, is to be $9,000. 
KANsAS."-The election of last Saturday was a success and terminated in 
favor of refunding the school bonds. The new bonds will be issued June 1st, 
1880 to be paid as follows, $1,000 in one year, 11,000 in two years, and 
'3,~ in nine years, with six per cent interest.-Eurlka Graphic. _ 
·The school superintendent of Topeka reports an enrollment of 300 more 
pupils during last year than the y~ previous. The. total emuneration this 
year is 3,678; population of the City, 12,500;. valuat~on o~ scho~l property, 
'75 000. The increase in the school population over last year .s 862. At 
l~ rate of increase the close of the present year will see' 5,000 children in 
the city. The present school facilities are inadequate to accommodate. ~ll the 
duldren and more buildings will have to be erected. The proposition of 
vo~g bonds for tl:e same was to be ~ubmitted to the people last :uesday. 
. Fort Scott is erecting a new bUlldlDg for a normal school, to cost three 
thousand dollars. 
. NEBRASKA,-The editlil'S of the WEEKLY would be thankful for more ed-
ucational items from this state. Our sub.cribers are to be found quite thickly 
rinkled through every county, and each one is invited to send in the news J: m his locality. The editing of such correspondence will be done at the 
. office of publication. ' 
OFFICIAL DEPARTMENT. 
NEW STATE SUPERINTENDENTS. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR. 
BUREAU OF.EDUCATION,-WASHINGTON, Nov. 3,1879. 
To Ikl Editors of tlu Welkly: 
_ _The list of State and Territorial Superintendents published in youi issue 
, of Oct. 30, though correct at the time at which it was made oul, a~out two 
months ..go, needs now a slight amendment. Prof. Joseph Desha Pickett, of 
the' Agricultural and Mechanical College of Kentucky, succeeded in that 
state Hon. Howard A. M. Hel!derson, in September. 
In the same month Frederick M. Campbell, Superintendent of the schools 
of Oakland, California, was elected to succeed Supt. Ezra S. Carr as the chief 
school officer of that state. He will prohablY'enter on his office January I, 
1880: ,,' Very Respectfully, Your Obt Servant, 
JOHN EATON, 
Commissioner of Education. 
MICHIGAN-STATE CERTIFICATES. 
OFFICE OF 
STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION. 
LANSING, October 24, 1879. 
State certi6cates are granted to teachers of approved qualifications, in ac-
cordance with section I, of Act No. 231, Laws of 1879, which reads as f~l­
lows: 
" Tlu Plo(Jl1 of tkl State of Mickigan maet, That the State Board of Ed. 
· u'cation shall hold stated meetings, at which they shall examine, and may 
grant state certificates of qualification, to such teachers as may, upon a thor. 
· ough lIDd critical examination, be found to possess eminent scholarship and 
professional ability, .and shall furni.sh sat~sfactory evidence of good moral 
· character. Said certi6cate shall be Signed by the PreSident and the Secretary 
of the Board and impressed with the seal thereof; and shall entitle the holder 
to teach in any of the schools of the state. without further examination, and 
shall be valid for the term of ten years, unless revoked by said Board. Each ' 
applicant for examination shall, on making application, pay to the Secretary 
~f the Board five dollars as an examination fee." 
as first grade and second grade. . 
2. CertifiCates of the first grade will be granted only)o those who may be 
invited to make application for the same . 
3. Only such person~ Will be invited to .apply for a certi6cate of the 6rst 
grade as are known by the Board to be emment as scholars, and successful 
educators of large and varied experience in the public schools of the stat e, 
and who arC? now engaged in that work. Not more than 6fteen will be invit-
ed to become applicantsofor this grade of certificates prior to January I, 1881, 
and the number invited during any year subsequent to that date shall not ex-
ceed five. . Each applicant will be required to read before the Board a thesis 
upon some educational topic, and deposit the same with the Board. 
4. Applicants for certificates of the second grade must comply with the 
following conditions: 
a. They must furnish satisfactory evidence of good moralcharncter. 
6. They must furnish satisfactory evidence of having taught not less than 
thirty months with decided success, at least ten months of which shall have 
been in this state. 
c. They must pass a very thorough examination in orthography, penmanship, 
reading, arithmetic, grammar, geography, U. S. history, algebra, plane geome-
try, school law of Michigan, and the theory and art of teaching. 
d. They must pass a satisfactory examination in natural philosophy, phyai-
cal geography, anatomy, and physiology, botany, zoOlogy, astronomy, chemia-
try, general history, and geology . 
Written testimonials from responsible persons wlll be required as evidence 
of good'moral charncter. 
In respect to length of time taught, the statement of the applicant, giving 
time, place, and kind of school will be sufficient. 
Written testimonials from ,employers will be required as to success in teach· 
ing. The testimony upon this point must be clear and explicit. 
The application, accompanied with the examination fee, together with SIlt-
isfacto,y evidence relative to character, length of time ' taught, and success in 
teaching, must be furnished at least twenty days before the first day of the ex· 
amination. Anyone whose credentials are unsatisfactory will be promptly 
informed of that fact, and thereby saved the expense of attendance upon ex· 
amination. 
Papers forwarded .as testimonials must in all cases be originals. When 
copies are sent for filing in this office, the orilinals will be returned, but not 
otherwi.~e. 
Both the oral and w!,tten methods of examination will be employed; A 
definite time will be allowed to each topic, varying with the nature of the .ub· 
ject and the number aud character of the questions proposed. 
Each examination will continue three days, and applicants for a second· 
grade certificate must be in attendance through the entire examination. Ap-
plicants for the first-grade certificate must be in attendance the last day of the 
examinatiou. 
No announcement of the results can be made at the immediate close of the 
examination. The careful examination of papers written, and the fiUing out 
of certi6cate., will require several days' UUle. 
A State certificate entitles the holder to teach in any school district of the 
state without further examination, and is valid for ten years, provided the per. 
sonal and professional reputation of the holder re~ains untarnished. 
It is intended by the State Board of Educ ation that this certificate shall be 
granted only to those who, by their broad culture and successful experience 
in educational work have given character and dipity to the profession in this 
state. 
Examinations will be held at Lansing during the current school y~ at fol. 
lows: 
Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, December 31, January I, and 2. 
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, March 30, 31, and April I. 
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday,June 29,30, and July I. 
Examinations will begin each day at 9 0' clock A. M 
. If circumstances make additional examinations desirable, due notice of the 
same will be given through the press. 
All communications should be addressed to the Secretary of the State Board 
of Educatiou, Lansing, Mich. W. J. BAXTn, 
EDGAR REXFORD, 
C.A. Gown, 
GEo. F. EDwur .. 
Stall Boata .f E_*_ 
ILLINOIS.-THE SCHOOL MONTH. 
OFFICE OF 
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION. 
SPRII<GFIELD, Nov. 8, 1879. 
To the Editors 0/ tlu Wteldv: 
I shall be glad to have the enclosed article published in the WEEKLY, 
since I am receiving a great many letters on the points considered in it. 
, VelY Truly YOUIS, JAMES P. SLADE', 
State Superintendent. 
' I. When a teacher contracts to teach a certain number of ·months at a cer· 
tain salary per. month, a calendar month is understood, and he is entitled to 
receive his pay at the end of ,every such month; but not until after his 
· schedule has been delivered to the directors. 
• 2. A calendar month is a month reckoned by the calendar, and, beginning 
with any day of any month a~ named in the calendar, it ends with the day 
preceding the corresponding day in the following ,!,onth; as, Oct. 13th to 
Nov. 12th inclusive is a calendar montb • 
. 3. If a teacher makes a co~tract to teach five month ' he has completed his 
part of tbe contract when he has taught all the school days, except such of 
them as are legal holidays, and such special holidays as are granted by the 
directo;", in five calendar months reckoned from the day when he begins 
school. But in order that a school district may draw its share of public 
funds it must show that during the year ending Sep. 30th preceding the dis· 
tribution, it had a school "in operation for at least one hundred and ten days 
· of actual teaching without reduction by reason of closing school upon legal 
holidays, or for ar y otber cause." [See Scbool Law, Sec. 48.J . 
4· The fact that Ihe schoolla"; defines the school month does not prevent 
sc!)ool directors from' inaking contracts with teacher.§ to teach at an agreed 
price for twenty or twenty two d!'ys' teaching, as they may hire them by the 
, weele, or by the day. In'case a specific contract of such a character is made, 
both parties to the contract are bound by its terms, as far as they are legal. 
• S· If a teacher iS,employed by the month he should make out his sch~dule 
at the end of each month. But '" the law requires that schedules lor the time 
taught up to' hyo days before the first Monday in October and April shall be 
· 61el with tlie tow~ship treasurer, I;>y the director on or before these dates, the 
teacher mnst make out a schedule for a fractional month at those dates if 
necessary. If teachers and directors agree so to do, the teacher may make 
out his schedule at the end of each month as named in the calendar; as at 
the end of October, November, etc. This course would usually make the 
first and last schedules of the term each cover a part of a monih only. 
6.· J f for any reason a teacher loses one or more days during any month, 
the lost time can be made up at the end of the month , and the ,chedule made 
out when the time has beeit made up, so that it will show a full month taught; 
0 & h~ can make out his schedule when the calenijar month ends (in this case 
the month will be fractional and he will 00 entitled to but part of a month's 
salary) and make up the lost time at the end of the term. But it must 
be remembered that the teacher does not lose time wheu the school is cl"se.d 
. uPQn legal holidays, or upon special holidays granted tQ the school by the di. 
rectors . . 
7. ;When a teacher is employed by the month his pay for , part of any 
m<)~th will bear the same.. ratio to hIS pay' for a month ,that the number. of 
~hool days in' the calendar month of which they are a part; as, if a teacher 
't;"ught twenty days duri~g the calandar mqnth b~ginning Oct. 61h, and ending' 
Nov. 5th, 1879, he could claim 20·23 of a moqth's sal",ry, since ,there were 
twenty. three school days in that month; and if IJe should teach twenty days 
durini the calendar month beginning Nov: 3d and ending Dec. 2d, 1879, he 
would be entitled to 20·21 of a 'month's salary, since there are twenty.one 
• sch'ool days (tbanksgiving day out) in this mont.h. JAMES P. SLADE. 
State Supt. of Public Instruction. 
-The additions U.is term to the · membership of the school of ' Theology of 
_ Boston University are more nu~erous than for two years past. 'Three are la-
dies, making the, whole num~i of young women in the school five. E ighty 
new members have eilro\led in the Law.sch~ol and tbeir number is" daily reo 
ceiving additions. This is the largest number of new members tliat have ever 
joined the school in anyone year. ' The old members of the school are return-
ing veryvgentrally and tbe prospect for the comipi year is most encouraging. 
The F reshman c1asa in the Colleie of Liberal Arts has twenty.three members, 
.eleven·of tliia nnmber beiDg ladies. There have also been additions to some 
or.tlie upper 'l:laases and' eiiIit have entered as special students. ' 
A CALL FOR PRACTICAL ARTICLES. 
To the . Ed/tors of the Wu.Hy: ~ : 
You will be kind enough to pardon me for presuming to suggest anythIng 
' to you 'in your editorial work, but 'I feel so much the ne~d of practical adv,!ce 
as to school management and methods of instruction that I app~al to you for, 
help. Had I opportunity I could visit neighboring schools and see formyself~ 
, but as I have not, may not I and others ask the use of your experience and ob-
servation. 
. My teachers need help in the arrangement of programs, ~dvice concem~nlt 
the marshalling of their classes, methods of getting the attentIon of theIr pupils, 
how to teach reading, and in fact all the branches, in securing regular attend- • .. 
ance in curing laten... and I may say in all that pertains to successful school 
, " 
work. 
Would it be practicable for you to' tell us how some of Chicago's most suc-
cessful teachers actually' manage their classes ? I may not make myself '(eQ1. 
clear to you, but if you can help us by seeing for \15, you will be a benef~cto:r' 
, to a needy class, and receive daily thanks. Pardon my boldness and attribute 
it to a desire for help. . Sincerely yours, ERASTUS CROSBY. 
LoNG ISLAND CIT}', N. Y., Oct. 30, 1.879. 
We would like' to accommodate our correspondent, but we 
have not time to do so. We have space however, and ,yould 
welcome to our columns articles of 'the kind he suggests. ' It is -
his place rather than ours to supply 'such material: The W~EKLY. 
is the proper field in which teachers should dtsplay and mter-
change views and methods . . 
• 
ARE YOU SCOTCH·IRISH? 
To the Editors of the Wtekly: 
Please answer through the columns of your valuable paper the followi ng 
queHions: I . . 
I. What is the meaning or t\le term "Scotch-Irish" as commonly used? . 
'. Was either of Andrew Jackson's parents' Scotch? W. H. 
I. "Scotch·Irish" means natives of Ireland descend ed f rom 
Scotch settlers in Ireland. The penal code of Elizabeth retarded 
the progress of the Irish in a marked manner; the Cromwellian 
invasion almost depopulated the island, and the restrictions on its 
trade, commerce, and manufactures checked its industries, whicli' 
were threatening to outstrip those of Britain as American compe- . 
tition is doing now, after Ireland recovered from the conquest 'Of 
Willia~, Prince of Qrange. At various times colonies of EngJish 
and Scotch went to Ireland to take the land of the disqualified .: 
and disposed lJiberniarts, the English settling in the middle, -and 
the Scotch in the north. The term Scoldl·Iris" is of American 
manufacture ; it is not known in Ireland. and it is:used by certain 
"far-downs'; who wish to disguise or dilute the circumstance .of 
their being Irish. 
2. Neither of Jackson's parents was Scotch. . Both were na-
tives of Carrickfergtis: See Parton's Life of Andrew Jackso'n. 
SCHOOL SONGS WANTED. 
To tlu Editors of t~e WeekI,,: 
I should like to get from time to time "piece 'music" to introduce into my 
scbool; such, for instance, as, "Never he a Truant," published in the WEEK-
Ly,133· ' . ' 
I thlllk, were you to publish some good pieces at the very lo~est c~t P?"-
sibl~ there would , be a demand for them among teachers. Will you do It a Ple~e answer through the columns of the WEEKLY and oblige ."" 
Yours truly, Goo. W. B"'KER, 
BURLINGTON, lA., Nov. 3, 1879. 
In resvqnse to our friend fr~m Burlington we wm say that in a few weeks 
we. hope to have ready a small collection of such songs as he m~ntions, ~d 
iUhere is suffident demand for them we will continue the publicatio!l Qf sue,h 
, cheap collections from Ume to time. We shall be pleased to know that they 
art uanted, and such of .our readers as are interested are invited to give uS 
' .~estio~ .as to their character, etc. Unless otherwise persuaded w shall 
publish them for ten cents apiece, or IS per hundred-ab~ut 32. pp. 
A QUESTION OF SCHOOL LAW. 
1'" .. llu Editors of t!u Wtekly: . 
, ' f . Has Illinois any law forbidding teachers to inAict corporal pnnishment ? 
Tbis is a queshon which is at present agitating the minds of many in tbis part 
of the county .. By answering it through your columns you 'will greatly ohlige 
.a'Subscriber and appreciative reader. ' 
-.2 W ~ not a bill abolishing corpor,!1 punishment intr.:>duced into the Illinois 
-l!..~lature a year or two since and defeated? Such is my impression. 
, , IMQUIRER. 
DOLTON, ILl .. , Oct. 28, 1879· 
ANSWERS. 
I No such law exists in any state. Independent districts and municipal 
~ corporations may make any regulation they please respecting corporal punish-
, ment in the schools under their jurisdiction, but all school law is silent as to 
-tbe suhject. , 
, .. 2. A hill was introduced in the last legi~lature of Illinois aiming, among 
maily other unwise things, to place some restrictions upon the teacher with re-
:~d to corporal punishment, bllt it got no further than the first re';ding. 
. , 
CHICAGO NOTES. 
110nday, the 17th, has been set aside as tbe children's day for the recep~ion 
. of Gen. Grant. Certain streets will be kept clear of vebicles, and upon these 
' tJie cbildren and their teacbers will assemble to. pOoy their respects to tbe Gen-
- 'ernI, who will stroll t,hrough them in :I free and familiar manner. We doub~ 
not tbat the ovation wiJI be as grea~ in nu",ber;; as it will be en'thusiastic and 
cordial. 
We caution leachers against sending suggestions upon methods to the office 
or the board of education. Such a one, on acc~unt of agrolmmatical error, 
-was lately made the subject of ridicule in' thepresence of Thos. W. Bicknell, 
edltoiof the N ew England .'1,mrtlal of Edtlcation. Upon that occasion 
, Mr. D.)ty remarked that there were "many poor sticks still left from the for-
me; administration." 13ut unfortunately for the position of the "big D. D.," 
the party gll~lty of tbe solecism is a very recent appointment. 
• y 
- , The teachers of the W .. ,hingtol S:hool have ckairtd their former principal 
in a~ elegant and costly manner. It was quite worth while for him to be un-
seated rudely for the sake of being reseated f.:>r life so generously and tender-
ly. Indeed he never exp:cted to be put into so soft a thing . . It is at once a 
-chair of state, an editor's easy chair, and, if for no other reason I?ut to thank 
. liis ~rue friends at the Washington School, he is determined to live long enough 
'tb turn it into a grandfather's chair. 
While his gratitude under al/ the, circum,tances is inexpressible, he still 
fancies that there may be a little mischief lurking in the intention of the gift, 
SInce its ·us~ s) phinly sugge,ts his practice while pr\ncipal of the Washing. 
,'ton. But however that may be, notwithstanding his levity of manner and 
ferocity on paper; he hlS a spot as soft, for his late as.ociates, as the cushions 
in,wbich they have placed him, and one which shall be warm for them until 
it is cold for keeps. 
At,the last meeting of the principals' association S. H. 'White; after listen-
ing to the 're,marks of the assistant supernumerary, said that he regretted that 
tbe system had reached the point at which it became necessary to ofT~r to the 
p'rinciP!'ls .suggestiom appertaining to the work of the first and secona grades" 
s~ggestion~ with which normal pupils should ~e familiarized. The want of a 
normal school is the cause of tbe sad but ludIcrous out-of-pla~ene .. of Mr. 
Delano'S remarks. The impertinence of poor little 'Delano, who knows 
.: practicnIly nnthing about elementary teaching, to lecture principals, who, in' 
, the main, know everything about it, would be inexcusable, were it 'not that 
be labors under the hallucination that when he rises to address the principals 
be is spouting to his normal girls. 
By the way, in the event of Mr. Howland's declining the superintendency, 
bo~ would.it do to relegate D~lano to the normal , school; make Mr. White, 
who ,i.- Mr. Doty's cousin, and who knows Doty like a book, the ~istant nil 
tbe end' of, the school year, if there must be such an officer, and then let the 
cousi,ns change places, o~, better still, let Doty take Ward's place. We do 
not Wish to hurl Dotyout into starvation; all we w,ant is 'to save the schools, 
and we do believe that Mr. Doty i~ competent .to buy tin cups 'and superin-
;f fend the calcimining and cleaningo(' ~choal-houses. · ' 
bers, $500,000, of whicb sum $40,000 is' 8 per cent. The new revenue law 
l'mits lhe tax levy to two per cent of the assessed value of the property, which 
will necessarily diminish the revenue of the city next year to the extent of 
$700,009. The teacners need not fancy that the common council will curtail 
the wages of their pets in the police nnd fire department, in order to preserve 
the integrity of the schoolma'ams' salaries. Hence the inevitnhle reduction 
of expenses in the school depnrtment. 
N.:>w if the saving is not made by cutting off the excrescences it must be 
made by taking n great shaving ofT tbe healthy D:>dy. The office force bnve 
the adxantage of tbe teachers, inasmucb as they euj)y peroonal contact with 
the board. The German is entrenched behind its political importnnce. So, 
if the teachers do not "make nn efTort," the many will sufTer that the super· 
lIu"us few may be spared. Saving the 140,000 worth of unnecessaries will 
of course inllict ~ loss of $40,000 upon the rank and file, or 8 per cent of 
their salaries. Now, teacher nt $650, is the a!literative trinity, Doty, Delano, 
nnd the Dutch, worth you the sum of $52 per nnnum? 'Principnl at $1,650; 
are Ward, Johnston, Doty, Delano, the Dutch, and the Dutch D:>ctor, Doty's 
Blanks, and the discontinued evening schools worth you the sum of $132 per 
annum? If not, say so to your committee· man and Iriends on the board. 
You can do so in perfect confidence, nlld trust them as honorable men and 
gentlemen, with the single exception of the railroad lobbyist,the plotting, 
obstreperous, and oOi:nsive fellow , Richberg. 
PUBLISHERS' NOTES. 
-The recent rise in the price of paper has made it necessary to revise our-
wholesale rates on Examination Paper. See advertisement. 
-As the partisan platf" rm<; say, "we point with pride" to the advertising 
department of the WESKLY and hop! tha~ no on ~ in.this vicinity is disposed 
to "view it with a'arm." 
-It is with pleasure thnt we callallention to the half-page advertisement 
of Messrs. A. S. Bunes & C J . The w.:>rks therein mentioned are standnrd. ' 
Some nre new and some have b!en before the public many yenr;. The new 
ones are more than up in the improvem , nts of the times. and the name<; of the 
older works,-if indeed works of such mechanical execution Can be called old 
-are household words. . 
The full page' advertisement of Ivison; Blakeman, Taylor & C~., now in for 
the third time, is bJth useful nnd ornamental t<> the Wf:RKLY, nnd compl~ 
mentary ns it read. to the ch uacter of the works mentioned, we can giye our 
personal indor3em:nt to every word of its text. The b:lOks of Prof. Swinton 
are all that they pretend to be, nnd the profe.s~r him <;elf is an ingenious man, 
a whole souled nnd npprecia~lve one, ns well as n gentleman and a scholar. 
He was a pupil or Mr. G!or~e Howland, Pcincip11 of th! high school, tlOd 
the choice of the WSEKLY folr superintendent. 
-We have been silent for a week or two about the advertisement of Cal-
laghan & Co. in another page. W! can ~peak parllcularly of the value ~f 
Von Holst's Constitutional History of tbe United States. This work is pc. 
,culiar in that it Castl side· lights upon the history of this country that are ' 
thrown by no other means of which we are nware. We do not say that no 
teacher should be witbout it; but we do sny that no person engaged in tencb. 
ing history has any right to go on with a class of bright, inquiring cbildren 
witbout availing himselr or hers elf of this means of sbedding new light upon 
and gaining a clear i~,i~ht into the history or the United States.. . 
-The Lunar Telluric G1~be adverlis:d in another column is one of the 
most if not the most ingeniou, things of iti kind in the world. We have 
never seen and cannot imagine a simpler contriVlnce for giving a viv'id and 
correct idea of lunar nnd terrestrial motions. 
By its use the pupil can easily understnnd the inclination of the ellrth o~ its ' 
~xis, the form of the earth! the size and po lition of the continents, the ' daily 
revolution of the eartb, latitude and longitude, the ideal lines, equator, great > 
circles, etc., the moon's pha5es, eclipses 0' the sun and moon, the tides, the 
moon's path' through- space; the annual revolution of the enrlb arollnd the lun, 
the changes of the seasons, the variablen,elS in length of day nnd night, t)1e 
relation of the enrth ,to the signs of th l:. zodiac, the cause of six months' day 
a!ld ~ix months' night at tbe poles, etc., etc. 
" In 'a late number of. the WEEKLY we showe,d ~hat ~40,ooo mig~~ b~ sav't;d It is the 'mtHt complete in.trument for illustrating astronomical geography 
to the sch091s hy loppmg ofT ,the supernumeran,es and superflUIties o(c the \V~ have ever Seenj and every school-room should be supplied with one. Tile 
The amount paid teachers per IlnnU,m is, in roune,!, nulP·: price is ,!O more than thllt of an ordinary globe. 
,- -:.' ,. . 
- ~- :~ 
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Goods at Chicago Prices. 
EDUCATIONAL PURCHASING AGENCY. 
Prompt, Experienced, Reliable. 
Goods ca'l'efuUy selected and /ol'wa'I'ded to all pa'l'ts 0/ the 
count1'y at lowest '1ncwlcet P'l'ices. 
The Educational Purchasing Agency 
i. maintained for the sole purpose of buying the latest and best goods at thi 
IDWtst prius, for teachers and schools at a distance from the city. It keeps 
only a hmited supply of goods on hand, and those chiefly new or standard 
books,-like dictionaries, encyclopredias, and the latest school books,-and 
most orders are filled directly from the manufacturer or publisher. If not to be 
had in Chicago, the goocls are ordered immediately from New York, Boston, 
or Philadelphia. 
Perfect Satisfaction 
8 guaranteed in every case. Our long experience in buying and selling for 
schools and teachers enables us to determine at once the kind of article de. 
sired and the place where it is manufacturcd, and thus our purchases are 
always made at fifst cost and our goods are always new. 
SecondHand 
books and merchandise can be procured if it is desired, and any information 
respecting condition and value of second hand goods is promptly furnished 
correspondence. 
Exchanges 
'of school or library books may be effected by paying a cash commission of ten 
per cent on retail price of books obtained, and freight charges both ways. 
.For instance, you may have 
I BARN.ES' BRIEF HI~TORY, 
W~RREN'S COMMON SCHOOL GEOGRAPHY, 
I ROBINSON'S PROGRESSIVE PRACTICAL ARITHMETIC 
WORCESTER'S UNABRIDGED DICTIONARY, ' 
which you wish to exchange for 
" 
I ANDERSON'S U. S. HISTORY, 
SWINTON'S COMPLETE GEOGRAPHY, 
OLNEY'S ELEMENTS OF ARITHMETIC, 
WEBSTER'S UNABRIDGED DICTIONARY. 
If the two lots of books are in equally good conditipn, your only expense 
besides freight charges will be $1 60, which is ten per cent ~f the retail price 
01 the books obtained by you. 
If the two lots of ~oks are not in equally good condition, or of eqnill 
value, ~ allowance will be made in favor !If the 'better lot, according to terms 
w~4?h. can be fixed.by correspondence: . 
, . 
Prices. 
Prices quoted are for .. ew and first class goods. 
BOOKS.-We can procure and forward any books publisbed, at publishers' 
prices. On large orders of books special discounts can be made. On law 
and medical books there is no margin for anybody. 
PERIODICALS.-Any periodical published in any part of the world may 
be obtained through this agency at regular rates. If two or more periodicals 
are ordered at one time a special discount will be made, ranging from ten to 
twenty per cent. 
STATIONERY.-When requested we will furnish price.lists from one or' . 
more of the large stationery houses of Chicago, from which a selection 'can be 
made to suit the pleasure of the purchaser. . 
REWARD CARDS; MOTTOES, ETc.-We keep a sllpply oftheseo~ 
hand, from 'which samples will be sent, with price. list, on receipt of three cent 
stamp. 
SCHOOL BLANKS.-These include forms for written examinations, com. 
positions, abstracts, outlines, monthly reports, note books, etc. 
MINERALS.-We purchase our own minrals, cabinets, and natural 'his. , 
tory specimens from the great museum of Prof. HENRY A. WARD, Rochester, 
N. Y., and can send his ~atalog to parties contemplating a purchase of such 
specimens. Enclose a three cent stamp. 
BOOK-BINDING.-Magazines, music, p ~riodicals, or books of any kind 
may be entrusted to this agency for binding in the lltst mann,,. and at tlu 
lowtst ratts. We make a specialty of EMERSON'S PATENT BINDER 
and the LIBRARY BINDER, both of which are very largely used for tem-
porary binding, the latter especially' for school blanks of any kind. Price. 
lists furnished on application. 
PRINTING, ELECTROTYPING, ETC.-Our facilities for doing this ,-
kind of work cannot be excelled in Chicago. Our connection and constan-
dealing with the largest and most reliable firms in the city enable u, to giv 
the lowest figures and guarantee the best work. 
To Correspondents. 
Always mcioSt a stamp if you ,:rptet a ;'tply. Make all:drafts and money 
orders payable to S. R. WINCHELL & Co. On every order for goods amount. 
ing to less than $5 the money must accompany the order. Orders for $5 ,nd 
upward will be sent C. O. D. provided ten per cent of the bill is enclosed as , ~ 
a guarantee of good faith. It is beUer, however, to learn the exact amount of 
biII beforehand and send the full amount with your order, as you thus save 
the expense of a second draft and the charges for collection. If good~ are to, 
be sent by mail, postage must be prepaid. Express packages of books and 
stationery weighing less than four pounds may be prepaid at reduced rates. 
It is so!"etimes cheaper to send a lot of books in two packages than in one, if 
express charges are paid in advance. 
We mak, it a point to answtr tVt,." I,ltt,. th, day it is r'ctivtd, and all 
orders are filled at the earliest possible moment. But it now and then h~p. 
pens that large houses are so flooded with orders and correspondence that a 
delay of a few days is necessary. In such cases each order is filed, and filled 
in its turn. 
The public are invite~ to refer to any publisher or dealer in school mer. 
chandise for confirmation of our reliability. 
S. R. WINCHELL, Manag.,.. 
8f Ashland Block, Chicago. 
OHIO.-The report ,of the Hamilton schools, L. D. Brown, superintendent" 
shows an estimated population of 14,000; youth of school age, 5,560; en. 
rollment of puoils in public schpols, 1,907; in private schools, 1,051; total, 
2,958 ; in the high school, 92; colored pupils in the pnblic schools, 58. Of 
this report and the condition of the schools, the Bull,r County D,moerat says: 
"The document reflects great credit upon Mr. 'Brown and our present 
boar~ of education, and shows conclusively that our pr sent institutions {jf 
learDlng have been managed in an admirable manner during the past year • . 
While the board by equalizing salaries has displayed a disposition to inaugu. -
rate a much·needed reform in the hne of economy, Mr. Brown, by his vi~. 
lance and untiring energy, has succe~ded in governing his charge in a lI!an· 
ner that must necessarily meet the approbati~n of the general p~blic." 
